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MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

THE EASTERN

Catlett, Finneran
Squires, Dickerson
Represent Eastern
BANQUET TONIGHT
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"Singing Tower"
To Be Feature
Of Holiday Week

.

HAPPY .
NEW YEAR!
NUMBER 6
Tuesday, Dec. 17,
To See Messiah
In Ninth Chorus

Immediately following *he. annual ceremony of the "Hanging df
the Greens" to be held tar Burnam Hall on December 15, there
will" be a program of hymns
broadcast over the public address
system of the tower. This program will be sponsored by the
Mpslc Committee off the Student
Union Building.-'
All members of the Glee Clubs
will participate in the program,
The tower will be lighted and a
very Impressive ceremony Is.
planned. Some of the hymns to
be sung include: "Come, All Ye
Faithful, "Silent Night," "Joy to
the World," and others.

Berg, Seevers,
Macdonald, Bens
To Be Soloists
STUDENTS 15 CENTS

MRS. BLANCHE SEEVERS

RALPH RIGBY

JAMES E. VAN PEURSEM

Christmas Banquet
Eastern Is Host
L..T. C. Admits
To Two Evaluators
For Club Members
Thirteen Members From A. A. T. C.
To Be Tonight
IirDrganization .
Dr. F. E. Engleman, president

Concertist Marshall is a Past Master
of the Art of Masculine Coquetry,
Startled Reporter Finds in Interview
By ORVILLE BYRNE
Robert Marshall is as much a
master of the art of masculine
coquetry as.he is of singing. This
slightly startling fact was evident
during his singing of "La Donna
E Mobile" on November 29 in the
Hiram Brock Auditorium. (If some
one should be dubious, let him
ask any feminine member of the
audience.)
Mr. Marshall told an interesting
story about his venture Into the
field of concert singing. 'Tve always liked to sing," he said, "and
I started to take piano lessors so
I could accompany myself. My
piano teacher heard me sing one
day and advised me to concentrate
on my voice and forget about
piano. I never was much good in
piano, anyway."
Mr. Marshall was most enthusiastic about Eastern. "Of course,"
he said, "I've not had much chance
to see the campus, but the lltUe
I have seen is beautiful. Also, I
can see where your school gets
its nickname of the 'Friendly College.' Everyone is friendly down
here, and that is rare. Also (this
with a twinkle in his eye) there's
an awful lot of pretty girls!"
"Another thing that Impressed
me about Eastern," continued Mr.
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Featured In Ninth Annual Messiah

Representatives from the ten
member papers of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association
will convene at Transylvania today and tomorrow for their annual fall meeting.
On Friday afternoon, following
the completion of registration,
there will be a program consisting
of brief discussions on various WRHO Sponsors
phases of newspaper werk. Harry
Cohen, editor of the University of Gal Pay Fees Dance
Louisville Cardinal, will discuss
editorial policy; Jim Tarvin, editor
of the Transylvania Crimson In Gym Tonight
Rambler, will speak on interpretative hews writing; George Kerler,
sports editor of the Lexington
Claude Harris and
Leader, will give his views on
sports writing; and James Stevens,
Easterners Will
advertising manager of the MurBe
Music Makers
ray College News, will speak on
advertising.
On Friday night, Dr. Jasper
Shannon, of the University of GALS, FOUR BIT
Kentucky political science denaxU- *"~
ment,. will be the principal speaker
An Informal "sweater sWlng,"
at the annual press banquet.
Eastern's first vice versa dance
Presentation of the awards for of the year, will bcgiven by the
the outstanding paper and the Women's Residence Hall Organibest editorial, column, advertise- zations In the Little Gym tonight
ment, cartoon, and news, feature from 8 to 12. «Thls dance will be
and sports stories will be made not only the first, but the last
following the business meeting on vice versa to be "held before the
Saturday morning. The trophy and end of Leap Year. To make the
keys win be presented then.
vice versa complete the girls do
Delegates
egaies from
irom Eastern
««■'■ who
"*"fJ all the breaking and Whether they
will attend the convention are"
or'drag they pay the adu
("BtiBtt mid
co- *,__,_
, of
3 «„:.
;„„.„
Ruth Catlett
and Jim Soulres.
Squires, co
mission= price
fifty cents.
editors of the Progress; Mary
Girls taking dates should call
Agnes Fmneran, columnist and
vice president of the K. I. P. A.; for them, If they reside at one of
and Dick Dickerson, business the men's dormitories, see that
they have a good time while there,
manager.
provide them with refreshIn addition to the Eastern Prog- and
However, when the dance
ress, other papers which will be ments.
represented are Jhe Crimson i» over, the boys take charge and
Rambler, Transy; ' the College see their escorts home.
Claude Harris' Easterners will
News, Murray; the Georgetonian,
Georgetown; the Trail Blazer, provide the music with Francis
Morenead; the Kernel, University Coward and Jack Loper doing the
of Kentucky; the College Heigrta vocalizing. Members of this band
Herald, Western; the Orange and Include Roy Dawn, Delln Partin,
Black, Union; and the Cento of Paul Bender, Eddie Weber, Jack
Walker, Jack Parriah, Joe Owens,
Centre.
and George Hicks.
The gym will be decorated in
Glee Clubs Give
accordance with" the Christmas
Varied Program
season with a Christmas tree and
all the trimmings. Mary Stayton
At Chapel Hour
and Louise Parsons have arranged
Eastern's glee clubVhonored the for and supervised the dance; Ann
student body last Friday-with-a> Allen has had charge ef the decevery entertaining program. The lerating, and Marilyn Trautwein has
Eastino Club and the Madrigal m>ne the art work.
Club, under the direction of Mrs.
Blanche Seevers, and the Men's
. Glee Club, under the direction of Junior Class
Mr. James E. Van Peursem, gave Dues Approved us.the program.
At Last Meeting
First on the program was the
Eastino Club, which is made up
Class dues of ten cents a semostly of freshman girls, that mester were voted on and apsang "Robin in the Rain," by Cain; proved at the recent meeting of
"Venetian Love Song," by Nevin; the Junior Class of Eastern held
and "Now I Lay Me Down to In Room 202, on November 27.
Dream." with Ann Scott Maher
Raymond Goodlett, president,
singing the. solo.
presided, and Jean Porter read the
The Madrigal Club, which is secretary's report. Mabel Walker,
made .up of upperclass women, treasurer, appointed as her assistsang ^'The Stars," by Rodgers; ants to collect these dues the, .fol"Modern Hiawatha," by Bliss,- "At lowing people: Mary Gratzer and
Dawning," by Cadman; "The Cob- Charlotte Haynes, Sullivan Hall;
blers Jig," a Folk lore, and "The Reno Oldfield and Mildred GortBreeze," a Mexican song.
- ney, Burnam Hall; Paul RobinEastern's Men's Glee Club sang son and Paul Brandes, Men's Dor"Song of the Western Men," "Down mitories, and Jayne Jones and
Among the Canebrakes," by Ste- Howard Hundemer, Town.
phen Collins Foster, with Jack LeThe first semester dues should
per and George Seevers singing the
solos. The Glee Club also sang be paid before Christmas vaca"Carmenclta," a Mexican song, tion, while those for the second
"God Bless America," and "A semester are dye before or at the
first class meeting next semester.
Little Wish."
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Press Convention
Will Assemble
At Transylvania

■

Were Admitted
For Work Done
In "Our Town"
FRESHMAN PLAY

Japanese Cherry
Trees Are Set Out
On Our Campus
One hundred and thirty-three
blossoming Japanese cherry trees
have been set ou.t on Eastern's
campus during the past two weeks
under the direction of Dr. J. D.
Farris, college physician. Thirteen of the trees were donated
by last year's senior class while
the others were purchased by the
college.

Rodgers Named
Prexy By Council
At First Meeting

Alpha Zeta Kappa
Forum
COMMITTEES NAMED Sponsors
On December 3

Alpha Zeta Kappa presented the
Eastern's Elementary Council
celebrates tonight with its annual first in what they hope to be a
Christmas banquet.to be held at series of Forums on Tuesday De6:30 o'clock in the Blue Room of cember 3. The subject for disthe Student Union Building. This cussion was "How Are We To Live
formal dinner will be attended by In a World On Fire?" Elmore
teachers of the Training School Ryle presided.
and the Rural School in addition
The discussion covered four subto the regular, members and the jects. They"were: "Education In
sponsors, Miss Mae Hansen and This World On Fire" by Vera MayMrs. Julian Tyng.
bury, "Religion In This World On
The1 Elementary Council Is an Fire" by Charles Stanford, "Govorganization of long standing on ernment In This World On Fire"
campus and is open to by Marguerite Rlvard, and "EcoAnnual Party For Eastern's
juniors and seniors majoring in nomics In This World On Fire"
by A. J. Houselman. They preElementary Education.
Needy Children To At their, first meeting held on sented very Interesting discussions
Wednesday, November 6, Ann Rod- of their subjects and several memwas elected president; Doro- bers- of the audience gave their
Be Given Thursday gers
thy Torstick. vice president, and versions.
A Ferum has been described as
Frances Samuels, secretary-treashrer. At their second meeting held a bull-session with parliamentary
You all-enjoy-bull-cessions in
YMCA and YWCA Are Thursday, November 28, Miss TawRodgers appointed committees your- rooms but probably never
Sponsors Of Xmas
which include Program Committee, get any reliable information about
Dorothy Torstick, chairman, Viv- the subjects under discussion. This
Treat To 100 Kids.
ian Weber, Sally Holland, and forum should be a weekly program
Juarlotte Haynes; Dinner Com- for the students of Eastern. Great
mittee, Virginia Long, chairman, interest was shown by all who
MAYBURY HEAD
Georgia Gilly and Marjorle*KeTsch; attended and Alpha Zeta Kappa
Membership Committee, Alberta would like to see the Little Theater
Cameron, and Publicity Commit- full at the next meeting which
The real Christmas spirit will tee, Reno Oldfield.
will be presented soon.
be shown here at Eastern nexf
Thursday, December 19, when the
needy children of Richmond's Little Known East End Scout Troop
East End will attend the annual
YM-YWCA Christmas party. Over
one. hundred of the neediest tots Was Organized and is Conducted
ranging in age from 3 to 10 years
old will gather around the Christ- By TWQ Active.Eastern Students
mas tree in the "Y" room-of Burnam Hall to feast on milk and
»
^
cookies, to view with wonder and By PA1 L BRANDES
pleased at any help given them.
awe three Christmas movies in
Home Ec Majors
Woodcarving of initial pins, dogs
Every
Thursday
evening
from
technicolor, and finally to receive
and horses has been their special
Make Cosmetics
presents from Santa Claus in per- 7 untij 8 p.m. of the school year, project in the creative line.
two of Eastern's civic-mmded stuson.
In Chemistry
The following boys, ranging In
This Christmas party is a tra- dents, Paul "Jungle" Love and age from twelve to fifteen, are
Home economics majors who are dition at Eastern and is made pos- Kent Moseley, find time to serve members of the troop:- Elmer
enrolled in Chemistry 220 this se- sible by the contributions from this community by acting as scout- Whltaker, Bobby Hopper, Kenneth
mester have been doing "experi- students and faculty members, do- masters of the East End Boy Bolton, Collins Rice, Alvin Whitmental work with cosmetics for nations from the Home Econom- Scout Troop of Richmond. Paul aker, John Madden, TSuddy Madorganized the troop a year den, Edward Roark, Burton Neethe past three weeks.
Soaps, ics department of cookies, the do- Lovelast
October and has Increased ley, , J. C. Cobb and Humphrey
shampoos, hand lotions, face pow- nation of the milk by the college ago
membership to eleven regular Martin.
der, rouge, astringents, nail pol- farm, and the hard work of the the
v
tenderfoot scouts and frequent
Although the troop is sponsored
ish, depilatories, and cuticle re- Y members.
visitors
from
the
neighboring
comby the Elks Club, Eagle Scouts
mover are among the products
Vera Maybury, chairman of the munity. Kent Moseley, freshman
which have been prepared by the Social Committee of the YWCA, from Millersburg who became an Love and Moseley can well use
girls themselves.
is in charge of the party. A list Eagle scout at Camp Offutt this any - equipment or donation that
An interesting feature of the of the 100 neediest children was summer, joined Love as assistant may be forthcoming. At this time
work has been the preparation of obtained from Mr. Kunkel, city scoutmaster and together the two the troop is In particular need
an anti-run treatment for silk truant officer, and on Tuesday aft- are working faithfully with the of a stove to warm their newly
donated clubhouse that proposes
hose. Hose treated with the so- ernoon before the party written in- young boys.
to replace the Community Center
lu\ipn are now being tested in ac- vitations will be delivered. On
This fall the tenderfoots are as a meeting place. If you college
tual wear In comparison With the Thursday afternoon a bus will call
non-treated hose of the same qual- for these children and take them working on signaling, fire build- fellows have any old scout uniing, tracking, scouts pacing, first forms stored away in the moth
ity.
to the party which lasts from 2 to
that you would like to see
Chemistry 220 is a couse in bio- 5. The bus will deliver them home aid, safety and cooking in an balls
effort to pass the secondclass scout put to good use, please get in
.organlc chemistry offered only to after the party.
_,
test. Both daytime and overnight touch with either Moseley or Love.
home economics majors and takes
The movies to be shown wiH-be hikes have been executed by the Remember the thrflTyou got when
up the chemistry of matters reand the troop so your uniform came?
lated to their major-Interest The "Christmas Around the World," scoutmasters
Love and Moseley are-to be comin agreement with progrescourse Is taught by Mr. Meredith "Christmas in Toyland," and that,
sive education, the scouts can have mended for their unselfish work
"Santa's
Toy
Shop."
There
will
be
Cox.
laboratory to test their skills. among the scout. They are doing
The products, attractively pack- dolls for the girls and trucks for a
Love, when" questioned, stated that their part toward Improving living
the
boys,
and
all
will
receive
an
aged for Christmas, are now on
the boys were extremely enthusi- conditions In the south. What have
display in the hall of Roark Build- apple, orange, banana, a pair of astic about the movement and were you done?
socks,
and
a
bar
of
soap.
ing. •

Last Thursday evening, it happened again. The'Little Theatre
Club members turned into harpies
and began a systematic persecution of some thirteen upperclassmen who were ellglbje for membership because of their participation in the recent production, "Our
Town." The method Is very precise and very aggravating, this
way of breaking down the morale
of the poor neophytes. Spotlights,
witty remarks, Shakespeare, all
were mixed up together and out
came thirteen new Little Theatre
Club members. Of course it was
all in fun and fair, too, since this
group has its chance on the next
one coming in.
This year's new members who
.formally signed the book Jost
Thursday evening were Mary
Cook, Ann Allen, Hazel Waller,
Gladys Bowles, Scottie Sudduth,
Porter Harned, Clark Farley,
Gerald Johnson, Roy Cromer,
Claude Harris, William Jackson,
Elsie Morcom, and Hugolene McCoy.
Last Monday evening, J. T.
Hughes, this year's, president of
L. T. C, presented the play ne had
directed to the club members. The
farce was "Show-Up," a one act
comedy with Sadie Jones, Barbara
Lang, John Ertel, and Joe Cornell taking the leads.
—

Marshall, "is the enthusiastic audience. It's no fun to sing to a
group of people who show no sign
that they appreciate the fact that
you're trying to entertain them—or worse still, discuss the war
news or their new hats while you're
singing. The audience here was
fine—and I couldn't ask for a
7
better."
Mr. Marshall's concert here is
nearly his last for the season. "I
sing two more concerts," he said,
"and then return to New York.
Let me say again that I enjoyed
singing here, and would like to
give another concert at Eastern
some time."

of State Teachers College, New
Haven, Conn., and Dr. J. Carl
Matthews, director of instruction,
State Teachers College, Denton,
Tex., were at Eastern Teachers
College December 2, 3, and 4 as
representatives of the American
Association of Teachers Colleges
to make a study of the work done
by the college.
Dr. Matthews and President Engleman were sent here by the Association to evaluate the results
so far of the teacher education
study sponsored by the Teacher
Education Commission of the
American Council on Education.
Eastern Is one of seven teachers
Colleges of the nation participating in this four-year study for the
purpose of improving teacljer
training.
^

At eight o'clock on Tuesday evening, December 17, IMC, Mr.
James E. Van Peursem wik take
the stand to conduct the ninth
consecutive "Messiah" chorus of
Eastern. Mr.' Van Peursem, head
of the music department at Eastern, will have under his baton a
full orchestra and approximately
three hundred voices.
In 1932 Handel's "Messiah" was
sung in Richmond during the
Christmas season for the first
time. This concert was presented
cooperatively by the Harmonia
Society of Berea and the Eastern
Kentucky Teachers College Chorus.
This cooperation has continued
throughout the years. Each year
the "Messiah" chorus at Eastern
has grown Immeasurably In quantity and in quality. The coming
performance promises to be the
best in nine years.
The chorus Includes every faculty member and student of Eastern and every citizen of Richmond
who expressed a desire to sing
and was willing to attend all of
the rehearsals. Mr. Van Peursem
has had letters from several Eastern graduates who are teaching in
various sections of Kentucky and
who want his permission to sing
with the group this year.
The "Messiah" will be presented
in the Hiram Brock Auditorium on
Tuesday, December 17. The soloist
for- this year's performance are
Miriam Berg, Cleveland, contralto;
Mrs. Blanche Sams Seevers, Richmond, soprano; John MacDonald,
Chicago Opera Company, bass;
Franklin Bens, Cincinnati, tenor.
Admission will be fifteen cents
for students and twenty-five cents
for others. Members of tne student
body and faculty will have tickets.
All admissions at the door will be
twenty-five cents.
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be a thing of the past. It is a very easy thing: for
someone to pick up the coat that belongs to some
other person and wear It nonchalantly out of the
building. It takes no finesse or supreme art to acMember of the Kentucky Intercollegiate
By FRANKLIN CROMER
By SPEED FINNERAN
complish such a deed, so let the thief or thieves
Press Association
take no credit for having been unusually skillful.
SHADES OF ANCIENT GREECE S.O.S.
Entered at the postoffice at Richmond, Kentucky,
It seems a'shame that we cannot have the freeThe ancient majestic surroundFirst and foremost, fire drills! Not that we don't think there is
as second-class matter.
dom of leaving our coats In the cloakrooms pro- ings of old Greece with her in- something quite noteworthy and commendable about fire drills. Many
spiring
marble
structures
had
vided for this purpose without the accompanying
and many a time In our younger days they have amounted to somegiven away to the equally beautifear that those coats will not be there when we re- xul interior of the Eastern Little thing even monumental and sacred. There was nothing like a good
EDITORIAL STAFF
drill to get you out of an uncomfortable spelling or multiplicaturn for them. The lack of that feeling of security Theatre, the experience of the fire
Ruth Catlett
session; but regular and ungodly fire drills (mass production
human herd since then had placed tion
makes
for
a
serious
situation
here.
plus) at the hours when most sensible and Christian folk are enjoyJim Squires
,
.'.'....... Co-Editors
us far ahead of the Greeks in ing
the fruits of a days hard-earned labors In slumber are ..... to
There Is little advice that we can give to the stu- some-respects; yet, fundamentally,
Paul Brandes
„.....,
Managing Editor
say the-least!
those
who
attended
the
first
Stu,
dents.
This
editorial
Is
addressed
rather
to
those
Natalie Murray..:
'.News Editor
They will, however, continue in Burnam until the 'dormitory can
Forum participated in a disGuy Hatfleld
,
Sports Editor students who are guilty of these petty thefts and dent
cussion of almost the same prob- be fully emptied in two minutes. Th» following is the list of approved
Susan Biesack
Feature Editor to those people who are In charge of the adminis- lems that concerned Plato, Soc- activities to over consume the two-minute period1. Recall oneself from the land of dreams.
Marguerite Rlvard
Society Editor tration of the Student Union Building. To the rates, Demosthenes, and the
2. Shake the sand from your eyes and mind
guilty persons, we have this to say: This is some- others. Congratulations to philoso3.
Gather your wits enough to realize It's another mass exit
phers
Ryle,
Stamper,
Hauselman
thing that none of us can condone. We have ho
4. Throw some light on the matter.
BUSINESS STAFF
and the other thinkers, who may
intention of condoning it. Any extenuating circumS. Fumble for shoes.
'
\
the future, we hope, give the
Dick Dlckerson.
Business Manager stances that there may be may be pointed out when in
6. Put said on.
Forum the place on,lhe campus it
Helen Ashcraft
Circulation Manager the guilty ones are caught, punished, and the petty rightfully deserves.
7. Wrap Exhibit A In a warm robe or blanket
They can
8. Turn off the heat In the radiator.
scarcely hope to compete with
,.
crime wave Is over. We are advising' that no stone those student disciples of gravity9. Apply Unguentlne to burned hands properly.
REPORTERS
be left unturned until such a thing has been ac- defying gymnastics supposedly
10. Close the windows gently avoiding breakage
. .
IX Turn off the lights.
^^
"■
Prewitt Paynter
Nora Mason
complished. Eastern has no place for people like representative of contemporary
terpsichorean
art
and
our
wor12.
Close the door.
Raymond Stephens
Ora Tuawy
this.
shippers of Culbertson but it is
13. Hurry down the corridor.
Bud Petty
Dick Allen
And to those who are In charge here: Wouldn't a step in the right direction.
14. Fight your way through a seething mass for two flights of
Orville Byrne
Bob Yeager
stair.
it be advisable for you to provide some person in l'lIK THEATRE
15. Lobby and stopwatch!
Roy Cromer
Gwen Sanders
both cloakrooms for a time at least who will stand . Inasmuch as the student body
N
Robert Mock
"J. B. Williams
guard during the hours when there is so much is quite obviously the mainstay »iA ?#S?* £Z wouldn't really get out In two minutes if there
e e s M 0,d 8tor
of
the
local
flicker
house,
it
would
•<e*lm Crow
JlmTodd
22?..**
«
^
y about *»• ^y who cried "Wolf,
passing to and fro in these rooms? It will probU
seem that out of respect to the
•Betty Sanders
°,<V;?'
"■?, ata0 bet S*1" best ha* that if there were a
Jean Zagorem
ably be necessary for us to do without some cul- undernourished purses of the stu- -oi K,
Reno Oldfleld «
Joe Cornell
**+ ** "*** Wtadow* and """tural benefits that might have been provided for dents some reduction in, prices tors agoing topot^
816 18 0 survey of
Robert Mock
BUI Jackson
might
»be
made.
At
least,
some
us in order to pay the salary of such a person, but
suited^ " "
°Pml(m» among dormitory resident* reday should be designated as stuJlmmie Purdon
Glen Johnson
we feel that this Is necessary.
dent day in favor of those males •
I. The heat had to be turned off because the fire would proMary Agnes Finneran
And a word to the student body in general. dominated by feminine devotees to duce enerp and economy should be our first consideration always.
Christmas Is coming, and that will mean that every the theatre. Any movement in
this direction would undoubtedly and icononS'dSS
.* ^^ * ^^^ °' S S reflectlon
PROGRESS PLATFORM
student will have a little more money, than he is receive weighty support.
3
Wind0WS 8h u w
to™ ' M
° , *• cl«wed to keep the fire in our own dormiA modified form of student government
accustomed to have. Please be careful with this
g g
REWARDS
st™ te
°°^ tMnga Uke ""^ get away without a
A weekly school publication.
money. Before you leave your rooms, make sure NON-PECUNIARY
To a winsome Eastern brunette
4. Fire drill increase insomniac production.
A more active alumni association.
that it is put away safely. Carelessness with money for her astounding success to date
The knob
Continued expansion of college departments.
.? 8hould N Uken off *• corners of the banisters
may tempt some people beyond the measure of of invoking the proper responses „ J?\
so that we can slide and get down the steps quicker.
from
an
incredible
portion
of
the
Continued thoughtfulness in regard to college their endurance.
6. Trap doors should be installed in the beds so the fire chief
male population at the time so
property.
Let us clear this situation up at once. The coats opportune as to be positively, could press the button and everyone would drop out on the main
A greater Eastern.
that have been taken from the cloakrooms belonged amazing. To Corbln's horrible con7. Rope ladders should be attached on all windows. (Whee!)
tribution to E. K. S. T. C, "Terrato people who are honest, sincere people. There pin"
8. A hole should be drilled through the middle of the hall and
Swan, for his abnormal succan be no other motive for this than the very evi- cess in most nearly approximating everybody could swish down "a la fireman."
THE COMING WEEK
the record for loquaciousness long •— « ,In 0Tler}° make money for toe W.H.R.O. seats should be
dent one of theft.
—R. C.
maintained' by freshman girls. To installed on the front lawn and rented to the boys during drills at
There has been an occasional complaint from the
■
o
the residents of a particular suite 10 cents per. ,
in Miller Hall who can emit at
students at Eastern who have no very serious des- CONTRAST
any given hour of the night a IN THE BIG CITY
tination in view that there is a great lack of social
Home town girl makes good, etc. Former Miss Eastern Louise
Fluffy snowflakes dreaming down; a restful still- series of the most inhuman noises,
events on the calendar at Eastern. We admit that ness save for some far off groaning Ford; gayly- ever puzzling, yet always embody- Hoiman has managed to make a dent for herself In two Issues of
ing In suggestive fashion the fea- Walter Winchell's column during the past month. One time as cigathere are many times when that complaint may be
llt homes casting rainbows In the snow; windows tures of a first-class brawl, a rette girl at the New York Stork Club and now with a bit of advice
abounding in holly and mistletoe; a lost dog's wail- norse opera, a scene from Sampson from the seer himself that she Should see.her attorney; it's a gold
Justified, but during the coming week, there will be
Delilah, and the return of mine!" We don't profess to know what he means, but Winchell's
ful howl—this might be Christmas Eve in any and
no excuse for anyone's making such a statement.
farzan to the Jungle with all the column usually means plenty!
American town or city.
necessary sound effects.
Beginning this afternoon, the holiday season will
SUBSTITUTION
The night passes and Christmas morning A PRAYER
be in full swing at Eastrn. An enumeration of the
w ^Jfrlend of ours ""SB681* that since they have been naming all the
dawns . . .
To that Inconceivable One, buildings roundabouts after members of our board of regents such
things we would suggest that you put on your
Fluffy snowf lakes dreaming down; the slam of center of man's eternal dispute, as McCreary, Fltzpatrick, etc., it would only be fitting that they rewe beseech in a time so confusing
"must" list will not be Inappropriate. Begin, then,
a door as some patient father heads toward the to young minds, that we be given name the Student Union Building after the newest regent, Glenn O.
Swing. "The Swing Building" would be much more apt than what
with the informal tea which Is sponsored by the
wood house to lug In the wood Johnny forgot in wisdom to differentiate between we now have; or at best, perhaps, dedicate the recreation room!
truths
and
falsities,
between
the
his Christmas excitement; wisps of new white
Student Union Building Committee In Walnut Hall.
real and the Superficial, between QUOTABLE QUOTES
The Canterbury Club and the Caduceus Club will smoke from neighboring kitchen chimneys; a peace- values good and bad; that we
We call to your attention, a couple of signs blatantly advertising
ful .stillness interrupted by the clanking of a loose may ever be humble as to the the wares of the uptown merchants. First and best is that the Shoe
be Joint hosts at the tea this afternoon.
extent
of
our
knowledge;
that
we
chain on a passing truck; the end of the stillness as
Hospital at 2nd & something or other. Tflfey advertise: "Invisible
Then those of you are lucky enough to merit Johnny bursts out the front door carefully carrying may always believe in the inherent Shoe Repairing." What we wanna know is, what the heck is the
goodness of man regardless of the use of gettihg them fixed If you aren't going to be able to see it T .
an invitation must by all.means attend the Sweater
a new red sled; shrieks of enjoyment from nearby perpetual abundance of contradicAnother prize is that }n one of the department stores "Buttons, butSwing at the Little Gym tonight. It has been a houses as gayly wrapped packages present sur- tory evidence; that through our tons, we've got-the buttons!" Isn't that playful!
survey
of
the
past,
our
examinalong time since we had an informal dance in the prises and thrills—this might be Christmas Dajr| tion of the present, and our ex- DUTY *
In any American town or city.
• plorations into the future we may
Since you've been expecting it all the way through this—"Merry
Little Gym and this should be fun. It has been
Fluffy snowflakes dreaming down; a too quiet maintain a healthy sense of humor Christmas to you."
proved that girls make much better patrons of the
calm engulfing all; Inky blackness erasing all out- as insurance for any disillusionments.
dance than do boys here at Eastern.
lines; .shop windows shattered and splattered; an
On Saturday night Eastern will begin its basket- air-raid siren's deathly moan—this might be Christball season with a game with Maryville.' Then on mas Eve in any English town or city.
The night drags through and Christmas morning
Sunday afternoon the annual ceremony of the
finally
breaks . . .
Hanging of the Greens will be held in Burnam Hall.
Fluffy
snowflakes dreaming down; the slam of
j
Sponsored by the Y chapters at Eastern, this has
a door as an ambulance driver prepan-es to haul a
By NATALIE MURRAY
become a very memorable ceremony at Eastern.
used more often (endless possibiliload of those who forgot to seek shelter; curling
When John or Josephine Jones ties. . .). Girls sometimes wear
On Tuesday night the Messiah will be presented gray smoke from neighboring smoldering buildApplicant Must
bethink themselves of the Christ- it in their hair and boys In thelr
by the combined voices of Eastern and Berea sing- ings; a deathly stillness Interrupted only by the
mas season, anything can happen lapels—ease of accessibility seems
Be
From
20
to
27
(mentally). John, as a child, may to be the chief idea.
ers.. No praise that we can give to it would be clanking of workmen's shovels among the ruins;
Years
of
Age
Holly wreaths and Christmas
have been frightened by an overthe
end
of
the
stillness
as
a
workman
staggers
forth
too high Attention to U, has been called for many
enthusiastic St. Nick and so may tree should be grouped under the
carrying his child's lifeless body; shrieks of pain
have visions of a leering creature same heading. After all, they're
times already In this .paper, showing that we deem
from nearby hospitals as iiuuigieu bodies present
clad in baggy scarlet and adorned both put up at the same time.
it worthy of the highest praise. It will be an ex- dead and the dying—this might be Christmas Day
with bristly white whiskess ex- You.might make a party out of
actly matching the fur onT& out- the stewing (pardon me—typoperience for every student at Eastern.
in any English town or city.
It is possible to find out on fit
so that it was difficult to de- graphical error) hanging of the
Another basketball game will be on the calendar .
In America this Christmas a reindeer-drawn sled Eastern's campus all one needs termine where the fur left off and greens. The guests could all be
to know about applications for
the whiskers began. Or, Joseph- equipped with hammers, nails, and
for the week, the Maroons meeting the five from will pass over the homes dropping gifts of good the Army Air Corps.
ine, also in her childhood may have holly wreaths. They'd have no
Central Michigan on Thursday night. There will cheer. In England this Christmas a roaring MesMajor Adams, Lieutenant Noble
end of fun. A party like this Is
serschmitt squadron will .soar over the homes drop- and Lieutenant rtceves have ma- attempted to hijack the shiny star be'st just before you move . . .
be other events marking Thursday night, a pajama
from the top. of the Christmas
terial pertaining to the subject tree and, while engaged in this you'll have to move soon after
ping death and destruction.
party for the girls of the dormitories and various
and are ready, willing and able to none-too-laudable enterprise may anyway. The Xmas tree offers a
Be thankful for all the godsends you possess.
give It out to anyone interested have lost her hold on the /hande- problem all its own. Some peoand sundry private parties. Then, of course, on Fri—J. 8.
in thej Army Air Corps as a ca- Uer from whence she was attempt- ple believe in placing a ladder by
day morning the Glee Clubs will sing Christmas
reer.
ing to grab the desired object. the tree so a person carrying a
carols at dawn as they have been doing for several
An applicant must be between Her impression would be that of box of ornaments, etc., could
NEED SOME ADVICE?
the ages of 20 and 27, unmarried, a second of near-triumph followed mount the ladder, raise the box on
years.
between 64 and 74 Inches In height, by a nightmare ending in a cata- high and dump the contents on toIt
is
the
advertisements
which
the
Richmond
mera citizen of the United States, In clysmic landing amid a welter of be-decorated tree. Others would
And then on Friday the Christmas vacation legalchants buy which makes this paper possible. This good health and physical condi- smashed Christmas tree orna- rather sit down on the side of the
ly begins. Merry Christmas, everybody! —R. Cmight be remembered by you Eastern students now tion, and have two years of col- ments and a storm of Imitation room opposite the tree and casulege to his credit or pass an exam- snow. But, then, they may have ally, effect so much the fashion
that Christmas shopping time has come.
ination in various subjects.
'
had only the most hallowed and now.
,A DISGRACEFUL AFFAIR
Common sense will tell you that the same quality
All this is Just advice. People
The U. S. Army Air Corps states traditional of Xmas experiences so
Just Ignore things classiIt was Whittier who once wrote the Immortal goods at a lower pfice can be purchased here In that this is a great opportunity their thoughts would be of pres- usually
comparison with the same goods bought in a larger for the young men of today that ents, holly wreaths, mistletoe, and fied as such but one might as well
lines: "When faith Is lost—when honor dies—the
be optimistic!
not already decided on a Xmas trees.
city. The stores here In Richmond are Just as good have
career.
man is dead." And though there are not a lot of us as any that can be found.
That
first
item,
presents,
is
usum
A class of flying cadets starts ally the one most considered. Movement Begun
who are familiar with these particular lines, the
The next two weeks will be full of action and by every six weeks and consists of a Presents may be divided Into two
, majority of us believe with all sincerity in the truth the time Christmas vacation starts on the 20th all nine months course; three months classes; those given and those re- To Secure Balls
three months basic ceived. We'll skip those given be- For 1940 Team
- *
they express. Once we might have been Idealistic students should be ready to go home and rest. elementary,
and three months advanced train- cause when they're given they're
Some
students
will
put
off
until
the
23rd
Jo
start
and said that the student body as a whole believe
ing.
A movement was started to segone; unless of course, you giye
their Christmas shopping and by this time the
The three months elementary them to a sister or brother. The cure a small gold football for each
In that truth. That was, however, before examples
stores at home will be more crowded than the training is given at civilian schools others, those received need more member of Eastern's football team
to the contrary were set forth in a fashion that
under supervision of the Army consideration for the reason that on Friday, November 29. Small
Dlonnes would be in a phone booth
the rest of the course Is taken they may also be divided Into two
not even the most Idealistic person could doubt.
Take our advice!!! During the coming week and
at regular Armv flying fields.
groups: those received and those cans were placed In Burnam and
It has happened often—this petty thievery that
make the rounds of the Progress advertisers down
The course Includes about 215 received that are wanted. The SulMvan Halls and the Student
is happening at Eastern now. But every year we town. You can have all your gifts bought and hours in the air and the pay is idea behind all this is how to get Union Building to receive dona$75 per month in addition to a presents you want.
tions from the student body. Most
hope that It will be different. Perhaps this faith wrapped by the 23rd and the few days before ration allowance of $1 per day
The cardinal principle Is "Do everyone has contributed his ahai%,
Christmas
can
be
enjoyed.
-^-JS.
while In training. The cadets are your Xmas hinting early and
in human nature and Its essential goodness is not
but it will be necessary to have
quartered at no expense to themthe rush." This will elimiJustified. Certainly there can be little basis for
selves and necessary uniforms and avoid
nate the possibility of receiving the cooperation of each student
flying equipment Is supplied by four
an ostrich attitude now. This is the sort of thing CAN SOMETHING BE DONE?
or* five boxes of stationery to secure these footballs.
the government.
and no stamps. The other princithat takes action.
The Eastern Maroons have Just
One of the courtesies which Is due our American
Candidates upon completion of ple of this type of hunting should
completed
the first perfect season
this
course
are
required
to
serve
Last year it began with the dormitories, and
flag is that it be raised in the morning and lowered
left to individual initiative, or,
three years in the Regular Army be
for an Eastern football team, and
If
you
really
want
to,
you
may
money, clothes, and small objects were taken from before the sun sets. Almost once a week the flag Air Corps as Reserve^Officers if
write Murray Hill 2338 for our the student body wants to show
the rooms of the students. This year it has begun In front of the University Building is left up all their services are needed.
special Xmas edition of little book- that they realise what outstandSome Eastern men that have
with the Student Union Building, the building that night. This is a grave mistake which should be taken advantage of this oppor- let "How to Skin Friends and Gyp ing playing the squad has done by
People!"
giving them the small footballs as
we had so fondly hoped would build up the morale corrected or the flag should be taken down and tunity are John Saad, Bob Stlnson, "Doc'
Dick Mistletoe is always Interesting. a token of their admiration and
of the student body until things such as this would left down.
—J. 8.
Personally, I would like to see Is loyalty.
Brown. -
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* The Rebel Yell
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Army Air Corps
Data Is Here
For Students

Reporter Tells Aids and Techniques Commonly Utilized by Common People
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* Mental Blackouts
By BILL HICKMAN
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* Kampus Knews
By IRA SNEAK
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Page Three

WotideAitUf who
Miss Floyd, Eastern Librarian,
has announced the purchase of a
new Recordak Library Projector
for use in the library. This new
machine, manufactured by the
Eastman Kodak Company, will
make it possible for incunabula
and other rare and old books to
be read by the students and 'acuity. Although these rare books \
are not available to be placed on;
the shelves for general use, a;
microfilm of the pages of the
book may be purchased. This film
may be shown on the machine, \
embodying the simplest controls.. |
The reader controls the machine
with ease, by simply turning a
crank on the side of the cabinet.
The crank regulates the turning
of the pages of the book, which
appear on the opaque screen even
under the most extreme lighting
conditions.
This projector will be Invaluable
to ttie Institution In connection
with the post graduate- work to
be offered by the college in the
future. Miss Floyd has expressed
the desire to have a regular "Library" of films of books on file
here at Eastern in the near future.
Purchase of the films is to begin
soon, and it is hoped that many
book films will be available by the
end of the year.
A study of the machine might
lead one to believe that some day
all books will be filmbooks, and
the thousands of printed volumes,
as we' know them, will eventually
be museum objects like the Roman
papyrus scrolls. No one can tell,
but the copying of source material
rareties,
the preservation of
crumbling newspapers, the saving
of reference room space, the making available everywhere of books
now obtainable In only a few
places—these are today's realities
with the new machine. There is
no debate about that, and there
is little debate that the filmbook
method is growing more and more
useful. Eastern Is Indeed fortunate
in having one of these machines
added to the facilities of the library. w

The Chinille Robes

2.98

Rayon Satin Hostess Coats 2.98
Quilted Top Satin Robes

2.98

Rayon Suede House Coats 2.98
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Library News

Here I go again. What deterThe number of couples that have Bowles had her boy friend from
mination! After two weeks of suddenly
mysteriously parted Western here over the Republican
dodging the men with the white company and
on
our
campus Is a sure Thanksgiving vacation, and they
coats ( a result of last week's indication that'the
holiday season were the talk of the school with
column), I again laugh at eternity is approaching. The
old custom their dancing. They made the
and the law of averages and shoot of giving gifts has always
created rather wild jitterbugglng of some
the works. Can you take It?
situations
.
.
.
What
did
the Eastern students look decldely
I'm not sure I understand this Thanksgiving holiday do to Leamateur . . . Will Irene Maddox
but a number of our faculty dur- Monne Miller and Dick Allen? ever succeed' In chasing down the
ing a discussion of student govern- Was It merely the fact that Dick elusive Harold Ylnger? . . .' Alice
metn and its possibilities made found his sister's roommate at- Grey Burke surprised everyone by
the statement that, quote, "the tractive or does LeMonne have her choice of a date for the
political set-up in Kentucky is ininterests? At any rate Vice Versa dance. She skipped
directly responsible for the. lack other
neither
seems to be much over David Barnes and W. T.
of student government at East- worried of. them
.
.
Blanche
Trivett is Farmer completely and is taking
ern," unquote. As I said before seeking
new
interests—again. some unknown blonde"". . . Another
I'm not sure I understand but its Freshmen never seem to be able upperclassman who has found the
certainly a reason I've never heard to make up their minds for very company of freshmen very fascibefore. Have youT
long at a time. Maybe that's why nating is Mary Frances Lehman,
MOTES AND STUFF— ./
\ the upperclassmen give them such whose only Interests are practice
OFF THE CUFF
/
Ta rush . . . Dottle Daench is being teaching and Lewis Hleatt . . .
There are a few people on this seen more and more with Bud Rose Wiley was heard to say that
campus with so many knives Petty and Allen Zaring. Lefty Robert Klener was the most "versticking out of their backs they're seems to have very quietly stepped satile" person she had ever known.
beginning to look like porcupines. out of the picture . . . And Nelson We've heard a lot about his versaAs the governor of Carolina Gordon and his newest love Paul- tility In certain lines . . . Those
north said to the governor of Caro- ine Cole man, almost called it quits, energetic cheerleaders deserve a
lina south, "It's a long time be- but both decided to compromise great deal of credit for their cotween Thanksgiving and Christ- and stay together . . . The prac- operation with the driv to obtain
tice teachers complain that the fotballs for the team. Especial
mas vacations."
For everyone but the faculty. one objection that they have to laurels to Christine Ashcraft and
It's strange but all the men who their work is that they meet their Helen Horlander. Other names that
make Phi Beta Kappa wear only students everywhere .they go . . . should be mentioned In this conRalph Gambre.1 seems to have nection are those of Aline Dolan,
single breasted suits.
The regular meeting of the "You settled down for another semester B. B. Allen and Marie Hughes . . .
point 'em out and we'll stab 'em at least with Kitty Webb . . . Tom Moncho, the lad with the
in the back Club" is held in the Turpln confides for the purpose bedroom eyes, and Vivian Kamlngrill everyday at 12:00 and 6:00. of publication that she was jilted. skl have worked up a nice dancing
Which just reminds me, a lot It's a safe bet to assume that the partnership for Rec Room purof people I know would like bury one who did it was Phil Bevtns. poses ... . Looks as if those Jackthe hatchet with the writers of Well, Turp, Bud Petty says that son brothers have very similar
"Kampus Knews." Yeh! Right in one Isn't a real college student tastes, doesnt it? . . . Clarke
until he has been jilted or has Gray has developed an interest in
their skulls! ,
The "A Word To The Wise jilted someone else. Now you can practice teaching that does him
Should Be Sufficient, But I Doubt consider yourself as having gone credit. He is, speaking of versatile
It" Department. To all freshmen— collegiate . . . Joe Cornell has a people, one of the most versatile
A private investigation shows that real beam on that petite little ones on the campus. Last year his
a trip to ^See your faculty advisor freshman, Mary Frances Jackson one interest was journalism . . .
Is absolutely painless. It builds Just from our observation, we The bonds of legality have been
up your morale, heartens your should say that this seems to be put on two of Eastern's co-eds
fall. Dorlselwood Lemon
teachers, and gives your room- the first time that Joe has been this
serious . . . The news from Wln- finally succumbed to the charms
mate a guilty conscience.
Observed at the last dance. An chell's column that Louise Hol- of the quiet John Rice, and Is
a very lovely diamond.
evening dress covers a multitude man was making such a sensation wearing
in New York made those of us And Ben Farmer just couldn't go
of "shins'."
Bill Johnson's definition of the who knew her when stop and re- to camp for training until he knew
fifth period, "an ala carte blitz- member . . . News from Louisville he was leaving Ruth Thompson
is that Fox DeMolsey may be protected against the claims of an
krieg." Right!
world . . . They tell BAND AND MUSIC '
If all the cigarettes that were home Christmas. We all hope that unscrupulous
us
down
at
the
office that Pete DEPARTMENT ENTERTAINS
that
isn't
just
wishful
thinking
borrowed every day in the grill
"Fightin'
"
Prater
and Jean ManMembers of the Band and Music
any
longer
.
.
.
Eileen
Ashley
is
were suddenly laid end to end
and the Bell Telephone Com- Department entertained with a
they would probably be "Sold responsible for a lot of anxiety they
on the part of Billy Sullivan. He pany are very much that way tea in Walnut Hall of the Student
American!"
My roommate, "Vicious" Vic heard that it takes about eighteen about each other. Harold Ylnger Union Building on November 29
from 4 to 5 o'clock. The students
Nash, says that after Christmas days to contract measles, and still looks with longing eyes in who
made arrangements for the
this direction .... Wonder if Jean
he'll probably have to keep his visions of a Christmas spent as a Sumner
still thinks that weekend occasion were: Misses Doris Kenconvalescent have been dancing
billfold in an iron-lung.
in his mind ever since. . . And in Northern Kentucky was worth nanier, Dorothy Foley, Georgia
I like this—
Henrietta Farrow wants to know her job? . . . Greetings to Nancy Root, Hazel Todd, Mary E. Black,
1940 SOLDIERS' CHORUS
Gentry, who has returned to Ruth Walker, Jayne Jones and
My boss must give me back my job why we never mention couples In Lou
this column who are going steady. the campus for the second nine Messrs. Guy Hatfield, Paul Lane
When I turn in, my pack.
weeks' term. She still likes the and Roy Dawn.
But who will make that other guy The trouble is mainly that those Maysville
boys as much as ever .. . . Faculty members present were:
couple have such nice romances
Give me my old girl back?
girl to finally get her hooks Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Dr. and Mrs.
The dangerous age for the that they don't do this coluifflwny The
on John Rose is certainly to be J. T. Dorris, Dr. E. D. Jenkins,
weaker sex is around the middle good . . . Charles Stamper rooked in
very happy the other night when lauded. Congratulations, Piney! Mr. and Mrs. John Kinzer, Mrs.
flirties.
Rodney Whltaker seems, to Harry Blanton, Mr. James E. Van
A rift in, the clouds of romance— he was squiring his last year's . . . taken
up -where Stafford left Peursem, Dr. and Mrs. H. L. DonoLefty and Dottie, on taking the romance, Wilma Chaney, at the have
In the affection of Judy Dehn- van, Dr. and Mrs. A. D. Hummell
.high road and the other the low Club . . . One just must admire off
Barbara Lang's optimism. She at- ert . . . The" efforts of John Foot and daughters, Miss Frances Mcroad. ,
Has-anyone read that new book, taches herself to the most un- to be faithful to Shirley Crites Kinney, Misses Germanla and
"How to Take a Shower in the gettable men on the campus, all seems-to be getting feebler every Eunice Wingo, Miss Allle Fowler
of them marked by some tie that day. He will probably give up com- and Mr. and Mrs. Dord Fitz.
Grill," by Buddy Buddy KlrbyT
According to Doris Massey binds. Or at least we thought they pletely before long . . . Ask Buford
Don't miss our before Christmas
un-gettable until Jim Stay- "Curly" Griffith about his Vassar
there's more than one kind of were
ton proved otherwise . . . Mildred experience. There's nothing like dress sale! 'Evening and daytime
peach that come from Georgia.
to begin with . . . BUI dresses. The Margaret Burnam
Now is the time of year one Neeley and Norbert Setser are to- aiming high
lost his dignity sufficient- Shop.
may expect to wake up most any gether so much that there Is al- Johnson
day with a case of chills. The most no food for scandal in their ly the other day to model Mary
Novelty
wood,
reproductive
writer of this column has the romance. Fidelity is death to news Stayton's reversible coat in the
latest and as far as he knows, the In this column . . . Brickbats to Rec Room . . . Speaking of Bill glassware, waste baskets, lamps,
freshmen who still haven't Johnson, isn't it odd that both he miniature clocks, etc. The Louise
best remedy for any man to follow those
in cases of this kind. It's simple— learned that they shouldn't yell and Allen Zaring found it con- Shop.
merely glance over pages 71 to 82 from one end of the hall to the venient to be suddenly "called
in the December issue of Esquire. other after eleven o'clock at out of town" the very day that "VULCAN IRVINE
Incidentally,
take
precautions night . . . Glad to see Roy Buchaus thllr Louisville girl friends apInterested In someone again. Ann peared on the campus? When in
against fever.
Ladies' & Men's Tailor
Then there was the young man, Gately makes a mighty good in- doubt, retreat or hide . . . Harvey
terest
for
anybody
.
.
.
"Jungle"
Lewis,
who
has
been
one
of
the
just married, who called Ms new
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
home "Weather Strip" because it Love says that this column la Three Musketeers (Squires, GrifMade In Richmond
too
long.
We
quote
that
remark
fith
and
Lewis)
for
a
long
time,
kept him out of the Draft.
241 Main St.
Phone 898
for its originality alone . . . Nor- has at last succumbed to the lu
Whether or not the petition for man
Abraham sems to have the of the campus feminity. He swea
an extended Christmas vacation
was successful, the student body inside track with Betty Sanders that the Buick has nothing to A
had a chance to express Its opinion one day, and then the scales tilt with the choice . . . And so until
in Raymond Stephens' favor. Ray- the New Year—a Merry Christmas
on the matter 800 strong.
TH1 T.
may be" retaliating or he to all and to all a good night.
Private Gallup Poll—It's a mond
Work
Called For am
strange thing but the average col- may not be, but he accepted Betty
Jo Goodin's Invitation to the Vice
Dresses—all fall «nd winter
lege romance that blossoms one Versa
Delivered
dance
without
any
hesitastock
reduced
one-third.
Real
baryear generally falls to materialize tion . . . And is it absolutely necesM'**
■ First Street
gains. The Louise Shop.
the next. Investigation shows that
that Burnam Hall have so
eight out of nine fade out faster sary
than Wrong Way Corrigan. Alas! many fire-drills? Remember the
Tricky title of a double feature story about the boy who cried
so much that no one berecently shown at the Madtaon. "Wolf"
him * when the real wolf
• RAYON SATIN HOSTESS COATS
"Hired Wife" and "Youth Will Be lieved
appeared? . . . Speaking of the 3ft*
Served."
Vice
Versa
dance,
as
we
were
To all northern Kentucky stua few sentences back, It
*„• QUILTED RAYON SATIN ROBES
dents the 5:27 train out of Rich- doing
did get in under the deadmond for Clnclnatl U most heartily just
line.
Just
a
few
more
shopping
recommended. Never a dull mo- days till Leap Year is a thing of
• RAYON SUEDES
ment
the past . . . Campuscenes: StuI'll stop this quick—
dents
pouring
out
of
chapel
and
For those who will at one time
open-mouthed as the
or another figure on marriage re- standing
chimes pealed forth In a confused
In Wraparound and Zipper-Front Styles
member— '
of Christmas carols; Jack
What two can live as cheaply as medley
Allen playing the piano in the
one on-'
of the Student Union BuildIsn't half enough to have any lobby
ing while a group of admiring
fun on.
students sang; Bill Hickman and
A. J. Hauselman almost beseiged
Soft, fluffy, dyed chenille robes. In lovely-shades of rosewood,
ROBrNETTE-HIERONYMUS
by students anxious to sign their
dusty rose, blue and aqua.
You'll want these for gift-giving
WEDDING ANNOUNCED
names
to
the
petition
that
we
do
and for yourself. Sizes 14 to 20. OTHERS $1.98 and $3.98.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Roblnette of not return to school until the
Plkeville, Ky., announce the mar- sixth; Paul Brandes with a book •m*
riage of their daughter, Juanlta, propped up in front of him as
to Mr. Harold Hleronymus of he ate In the cafeteria; Ann RodRichmond, Ky. The wedding took gers, tops In head desk girls for
Choice of wraparound and zipper front styles. Many with richly
place at the home of the bride
time, frantically attempt.quilted sleeves and embroidery trims. In wine, royal, pink and
. • on November 20. Both the bride ainglong
to
send
amorous
swains
home
peacock blue. Sizes 14 to 20. • OTHERS $1.98 to $5.98.
and the bridegroom attended East- after nine o'clock . . . The second
ern.
O'Donnell to find Eastern a
pleasant place Is also finding the
GIRLS HALLS OFFICE STAFF
of Mae Fawbuah one of
HONORED WITH BREAKFAST company
the reasons why, if the way they
Here's a luxurious group of smart robes. Choice of many dainty
Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Mrs. Harry look
at each other can be taken
floral patterns on pastel grounds. In shawl collar style and with
Blanton and Miss Eunice Wlngo as any
Indication
...
Gladys
tneat, cord girdles. All sizes 14 to 20. OTHERS $1.98 to $5.98.
entertained with a breakfast on
I \
Sunday morning, December 8, in
the Blue Room of the Student
Union Building for the office staff
of Burnam and Sullivan Halls.
Soft as a kitten's ear. Warm rayon suede house coats in zipper
They were hostesses to about 25
and wraparound styles. Select from several smart colors.
'
guests on this occasion.
sizes in the group. OTHERS $1.98.
HENDREN- MURPHY
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hendren Of
Richmond announce the engagement of their daughter, Elizabeth,
to Mr. Edwin Allen Murphy of
&
Richmond. The wedding will take
place in early winter,
DRINK
Hate, values to $7.60, reduced
to $1.00 and $1.85. The Louise
Shop.

Flavor lunch
with refreshment

»

5IUMH BROS

to- (flue. Jlim?
A STURDY

STONE-SET RING
BY FAITtl
Set in precious gold

,

Is the definite solution to your gift problem
Expert craftsmanship and
finely cut stones in modern
settings combine to make a
FAITH Ring a gift he will
use and appreciate for years
to come.
Come in today . . . give him a
lasting gift.

il 'iH

QneyltounA GcWuel Xwad GUe&i
IF you choose a Greyhound bus EXTRA Gifts at
for your Christmas trip you'll The SO LOW Fates
find aboard that honest-to-goodness
one Round
Wa V
holiday travel spirit Freshmen to
- Tr|l'
F»™H~ .«.«« tC,. ™~.„ *.«~,,o„. Cincinnati . $1.55 $2.80
Faculty agree that more frequent ,.„U|sv|,Ie^ $1.50 $2.70
departures, friendly service and PalntHvUle ...$2.10 $8.W
lower fares make Greyhound traTel Hazard ....
$2:30 $4.15
..'
„
,
..
Knoxvllle
$2.45 $4.45
the college favorite.
Chattanooga $2.60 $6.50
Bow. Green $8.00 $5.40

GREYHOUND BUS DEPOT "^gg* **
8rd\& Water Street

Phone 1050
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Page Four
R. R: Richards
Chosen Prexy
At Nashville

-rr
Receives Honor'

XtfE EASTERN PROGRESS
Basketball Season
To Begin Dec. 14
With Maryville

11

Association Holds
Annual Meeting
On November 28 29
TWELVE STATES

Central Michigan
To Play Here
On December 19
THREE SENIORS

+

plications than the European situation. Why don't you show your
GRATitude, Frank T"
Fred Darling looks just that in
hisT new R. O..T. C. uniform.
t has been rumored about the
campus that Walt "Smooch"
Mayer is figuring on opening a
campaign headquarters In the near
future to seek his second straight
nomination for king of the Sweetheart's Ball.
- The super snooping - of that
super snooper "vlscious" Vic Nash
was laagely responsible for this department. . .
The following .men, members of
this year's freshman football squad
can, be depended on next year to
carry on Eastern's undefeated
record. With this sort of material
we can't miss!
Paul Kline, 6 foot, 175 pound
halfback, from • Portsmouth, Ohio?
Jennings Hounchell, 5:11, 183,
tackle, Richmond; Casey Novakowsky, 5:11, 180, fullback, Chicago; Jlni Little, 6:1, 195. tackle.
South Portsmouth, Ky.; Olen Kennedy, 5:10, 170, guard, Stubensvllle, Ohio; Earl Gibsen, 5:11, 185,
guard, Portsmouth, Ohio; Walter
Heucke, 5:10, 160, end, Louisville;
Jack Holt, 5:10, 175, guard, Louisville; Bob Neal, 5:8, 175, halfback,
Birmingham, Ala.; George Duch,
6:, 180, end, New Briton, Conn.;
Edward Hucke, 5:11, 210, tackle,
Newport; Norman Abraham, 6:,
206, tackle, Shelbyville; Gall Roberts, 6:2, 175, center, Glouster,
Ohio; Irvln Kuehn, 6:, 195, center.
Cincinnati; Jaok Loper, 5:9, 185,
guard, Coving ton; Jim Logsdon,
5:10, 186, center, Hazard.

Twenty basketball candidates,
Dr. R. R. Richards was-elected
ten of whom were members of his
president of the Southern Business
undefeated and -untied football
Education Association at its anteam, reported to Coach Rome
Rankin Tuesday night to begin
nual convention in Nashville,
work for a 14-game schedule
Tennessee, November 28-30. Mrs.
which begins on December 14 with
Marguerite D. Fowler, Atherton
Maryville College here.
High School, Louisville, Kentucky,
One other pre-holiday game has
was elected first vice president
been carded, the Central Michigan
Teachers here on December 19.
The Association is composed of
All after-Christmas games are
twelve southern states with the
purpose of promoting Business
with K. I. A. C. opponents.
Education in the following states:
Reporting to Rankin were three
fi»
n.
liicriAens
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Kenseniors, seven juniors and ten
tucky, Georgian-Louisiana, Mississophomores. Lettermen back are
sippi, North'and South Carolina,
Ora Tussey, Wyatt Thurman and
Tennessee, Virginia and West Vir- Weber, Lucas
Charles Perry, seniors; Clifford
ginia.
Tinnell and Charles Schuster, juniors.
There are three main section of
In addition to Tinnell and Schusthe. association. The first Is the Are Installed As
ter, other juniors reporting were
College and University section
with Mr. J. D. Fenn of Peabody Prexies, WRHO
Homer Osborne and Bert Smith,
both of whom saw some service
College, Nashville, Tennessee, as
last year; Charles Swearinger and
chairman for the coming year.
The second is the Public School
Bill Sullivan, junior college transRetiring Officers/
fers, and Hershel Turner.
section and Miss Frances HumSophomore candidates are "Copphrey of Greensboro High School,
Give Oaths To
per John Campbell, all-state cen- Year's Schedule
Greensboro, North Carolina, is
New
Presidents
ter from Hlndman In 1939; Ber
chairman. The third section is |Rasnlck, Joe BUI Siphers, Francis For Freshmen
made up of the Private Business
Schools with Mr. M. O. KirkpatHass, Robert Worthington, Charles Is Announced
rick, Cecil's Business College, MAHER SINGS
Dorna, all members of the freshA8heville, North Carolina, as
man squad last year, and Laryy
Freshman basketball practice
chairman. The chairman for each
On November 27, In the lobby of Lehman and Roy Buchaus, who began this week with several canof the- above 'sections is elected Burnam Hall, the officers of the entered school at the second se- didates reporting. At such 'an
each year along with.the president^ two divisions of the Women's mester last season.
early date it is impossible to menfor the entire organization.
The Maroons won 15 and lost tion names of any outstanding
Residence Hall Organization were
one
last
year,
dropping
oneto
The convention attempts to obr formerly Installed. The lobby was
prospects to be groomed for next
tain nationally-known business decorated with flags and red, Western after having defeated the year's Maroons.
Hilltoppers
at
Bowling
Green.
educators each year to deliver the white and blue bunting, and the
Several freshmen from last year
The schedule:
addresses. The outstanding speak- entire program carried out the
are
making good on the varsity
Dec. 14—Maryville, here.
ers for this year included t)r. patriotic note.
of
this
year. It is the purpose of
Dec. 19—Central Michigan, here, a freshman
Frederick G. Nichols, of Harvard;
The program began with the
team to give the boys
Jan. 11—Centre, there.
B. Frank Kyker, Chief Business singing of "God Bless America"
experience of college caliber to
Jan. 13—Western, trere.
Educator, Department of Educa- by Ann Scott Maher, freshman
aid them in varsity competition.
Jan. 14—Berea, here.
tion, Washington, D. S.; Dr. Mc- from Maysville. Following Miss
The schedule for this year's
Jan. 18—Wesleyan, there.
Kee Flak, Woman's College, Uni- Mailer's solo, Miss Ruth Catlett,
Baby Maroons is:
Jan. 21—Union, there.
versity of North Carolina; Dr. R. retiring president for the Burnam
Jan. 11—Centre College, there.
Jan. 2!5—Morehead, there.
E. Jagers, of' Frankfort; Mrs. Hall unit of the, WRHO, spoke
Jan. 14—Berea College,. here.
Feb. 1—Western, here.
Ester Ross Steuart at Columbia on "The History of Self-GovernJan. 18—Ky. Wesleyan, there.
Feb. 3—Wesleyan, here.
University and Clyde I. Bankard, ment in the Eastern Dormitories."
Feb. 3—Ky. Wesleyan, here.
Feb.
5—Centre,
here.
*
Gregg Publishing Company, New She told the story of the framing
Feb. 5—Centre College, here.
Feb. 8—Berea, there.
York, New York.
of the constitution, under which
Feb. 8—Berea College, there.
Feb. 15—Morehead, here.
The offiolal quarterly magazine, the set-up now operates. The presUniversity of Kentucky to be
Feb. 22—Union, here.
"Modern Business Education," is ent form of government In the
27, 28 and March 1—K. I. arranged.
put out by the Southern Business two halls has been In existence A. Feb.
C. Tournament, here.
Education Association. They also for only 6ne year.
The oath df office was then adSigma Tau Pi
publish a yearbook which contains all the research work done ministered to Miss Vivian Weber,
Initiates 14
in Business Education by the mem- new president of Burnam Hall, by
bers of the 'organization during Miss Catlett. In turn the Sullivan
Into
Club
By BILL UK KM AN
Hall president, Miss Jean Lucas,
the preceeding year.
The convention next year will received the oath from Miss VirSome fourteen pledges were inbe held in Greensboro, North ginia Garlson, retiring secretary
itiated Into Sigma Tau PI, EastSince
Mr.
Tussey
has
been
confor.
Sullivan
Hall.
Carolina.
ern's Commerce Fraternity, last
Taking their places then as the fined to his room with a severe Thursday evening, December 5.
attack
of
practice
teaching
and
new presidents, Miss Weber and
The new members are Marie
Miss Lucas then administered the has asked me to try to carry on Gross, Helen Lewallen, Carolyn
this
column,
the
least
I
can
do
Never Say Die
oaths to the other members of the
Brock, June Traylor, Mae Fawtwo councils. The administration is try my best to please his many bush, Betty Lou Mayer, Eileen
By IMA PAYNE
ardent
readers.
Personally
I
wish
of each oath was* followed by the
a speedy recovery. Please omit Frame, Bud Petty, Buford Griflighting of the candle which the him
fith, Herbert Hunter, Nelson Burflowers.
There was a boy named Zlek Individual carried by the presiSincere credit -should be given rus, and Claude Harris.* The very
who went to se his gal one warm dent.
future basketball referees Informal Initiation included such
chilly day. After he had knocked
When this formal ceremony was those worked
the games in the antics as putting spaghetti down
on the door for an hour he %lally completed, both presidents ad- who
back of said prospective memdecided that there was no one dressed the women of their re- Intramural Tournament. They did the
fine job. Those boys WHO worked bers who thought sure that it was
home so he decided to go around spective dormitories. Each one set awere
Peck Perry, Harold Porter the Biology worms previously disto the back door. After he had forth their plans for the year and
crawled in through the window he asked for the cooperation of the and George Nash. Thanks fellows! played. Refreshments were served
The K. I. A. C. Tournament to after the initiation.
■aw Geraldine running up and \ women in each dormitory. Then
held here again this year marks
down the stairs singing, "Beat Me to the singing of "Alma Mater," be
Daddy, Eight to the Bar." After all the candles in the lobby were the fifth consecutive year it has
they had talked like that for an lighted and the group filed out. been held on our campus. Except
for Its outcome as to the winner
hour they decided to go out and
This ceremony Is very jpnich
meetings have ben most sucmow the lawn. Since the hockey like the one which was used last the
.■■(HMriNP MIMTUCKV
sticks were out of order they de- year, and it is planned to use. it cessful. Mr. McDonough Is the
cided not to play ping pong. Chas- as the installation service during man responsible for this splendid
event being held on our campus
ing her back Into the house they the years to come.
^^
^ „ and makes it possible for our stustopped at the couch and after
THURSDAY LAST K***'
Mrs. H, L, Donovnit w?J. the dent body to take ii«" the entire
they finished 1 talking like- that t..x honor
Bold! Vivid!
Daring!
guest
during
the
evening.
show. I'm -sure we all appreciate
an hour and* after they had rethis convenience.
moved the lipstick from behind
"DUST TO DUST"
The Down Town Business Men's
their ears they decided to pick French Club Is
class meets every Monday, WedV Don't Miss This Shocking Film
some cherries for an apple pie.
nesday and Friday in the Weaver
Since the stove wasn't hot and the Sponsor Of Party
Health Building. These men enjoy
FBI. AND SAT., DEC. 18-14
butter wouldn't melt they did a Thursday Night
the recreation offered by such
few more dances and called it a
sports as swimming, volley ball,
"THE TULSA KID"
day. While the cream was freezing
Le Cercle Francais, French Club
they decided to go Into the living at Eeastern, sponsored an Informal hand ball, boxing and basketball.
room and talk and talk some more, Christmas party at the Community The classes are directed by EastDON "RED" BARRY
and after they had talked and re- House for the poor children of ern's Physical Education majors.
i-Plus Hit No .2
The Physical Education'classes,
moved the lipstick again, they East End Thursday night, • Dec.
under the auspices of the Phy. Ed.
went to see how the biscuits were 12.
"WOMEN IN WAR"
Club, will sponsor entertainment
roasting, but the old man dropped
WENDY BARRIE
The party was a part of the
in about that time and he wanted initiation of the -new members of features between halves of home
PATRICK KNOWLES
bis dally big red apple. Since they the French Club, in whose charge games this year. These exhibitions
were out of Scotch he forgot that al the arrangements for the party will consist of tumbling teams,
idea and decided he would rather were. Games were played during apparatus work, rhythms, boxing SUN. AND MON , DEC. 15.16
have a romp with Dexter, the dog. the course of the evening, small and wrestling.'
EAY KTSER
After sending to town for more gifts were distributed and refresh-.
cherries we made another rasp- ments were served. After the ALUMNI NEWS
Mr. T. C. McDaniel is doing a
berry pie. We couldn't stand it any party, the club held a more formal
longer without papa so we' put initiation at the home of the spon- splendid job at Columbia, S. C. "YOU'LL FIND OUT"
him to bed and played a hand sor of the club, Mrs. Janet Mur- His particular project at this time
is the Introduction of the Rogers PETER LORRE
of bridge and called It quits. After bach.
Strength Tests.
BORIS KARLOFF
. the show was over we decided
The next meeting of the French
Heber Tarter directed an exhibit
. BEI.A LUGOSI
that we had skated long enough Club will be a melodrama preand so we talked a while longer. sented in tne Little Theatre of the of improvised physical educaUon And ' The College Or Musical
Knowledge.
When her chin got so sore from Student Union Building. It will equipment at the Alabama Educamy beard that we couldn't sing be written by Ruth Catlett and tion Association meeting at Montanymore we called a taxi and ran directed by Orville Byrne. Tenta- gomery last week.
James Hennessey Is doing a TUES. AND WED., DEC. 11-18
home. I knew that I wouldn't be tive cast includes JoJo Leeds, Roable to stand this much longer berta "Stevenson, Ann Thomas, bang-up job as the new Scout
GEORGE BRENT
so I slid Into third base and Raymond Goodlett, Annetta Sim- ExecuUve at Stearns, Kentucky.
BRENDA
MARSHALL
Congratulations Jim!
bought a new hat for the wife. mons and Ruth Catlett!
Cart Yeager is now assistant
After I had told her good night
coach at Somerset High School.
I cried for you and dropped by
Carl's football team this year won
"SOUTH OF SUEZ"
the wayside. I slowly wandered Pa jama Party
eight and lost only two games.
down the hall of the dorm leaving To Be Given
Plus Hit No 2
Nice" going!
my bottle behind me. After I
WEAVER BROS. & EI.VIRY
On November 2 of this year, the
crawled Into bed I suddenly woke On December 19
Southwest Missouri State Teachers
up. Gee! What a dream.
"Friendly Neighbors"
"Y" girls at Eastern will be College dedicated Its new health
hostesses to the rest of the girls and recreation building and stadiEastern Band
on the campus at a Christmas um at Springfield. A replica of THl'R. AND FRI.. DEC. 19-2*
Is Heard In
pajama party, to be held Thurs- the bronze plaque* used In the
('HAS. LAUGHTON
day, December 19, at 9:30 p. m. in dedication of the Weaver Health
Chapel Concert
CAROL LOMBARD
at Eastern was used in
the Recreation Room of Burnam Building
their dedication exercises also.
Hall.
The Eastern Teachers College
Refreshments and entertainment
Band presented a concert in chapel
OVER THE TRANSOM
on Wednesday, December 11. The are being arranged for by Sally DEPARTMENT
Hobbs,
Social
Chairman,
and
her
entire program was very well reThe most amazing sight of the
committee Including Belle Glsh, week
ceived by the student body.
-Pluswas Pug Darling dribbling
Among the numbers on the con- Mary Katherlne Heath, Elizabeth down the floor for an under-theJACKIE
COOPER
cert were; "The March of the Johnson, Jane Litsey, Mary Lou basket shot in the Intramural basBONITA GRANVTLLE
Spanish Soldiery"; "Nobody Knows Lucy, Reno Oldfield, Lela Pickle- ketball tournament.
"Copper John". Campbell—the
the Trouble I See"; "Andante Can- slmer, Betsy Ann Smith, Margaret
tible";
"Headlines";
"Mlenen Witt, Eskeline Adams, Mary Alice Eastern Esquire.
•GALLANT SONS"
Bayless, Aria Eubank, Ann GateVlen"; "Rapaz Band."
Francis "Stud" Haas has added
Dr. John ROM Kinzer conducted ly, Irene Mattox, Mildred Neely, bowling to his list of sports.
and Mildred Turpin.
Frank Flanagan has more comthe program.

Friday, December 13, 4940

H. M. WHOTINGTON CO.
JEWELERS
Gifts—Watch and Jewelery Repairing
North Second Street '
.
Phone 766
STYLE

HEADQUARTERS

Is Headquarters For

GIFTS
Men Appreciate
Net.tho ordinary gifts to be found most any
place, Wt carefully selected Shirts, Pajamas,
Robes, Neckwear, Hosiery, Gloves^ Kerchiefs,
Mufflers, Luggage, Robes, Pajama" Sets, Swank
Accessories, Tie Racks.
A Nice Gift Can Be Had Here As Low As 26c

JIM LEEDS
EXCLUSIVE MEN'S WEAR

MEN'S SOCKS
A siriart variety of checks, plaids, stripes and small figured
patterns.- In green, brown and blue.
The wool mixed sox
are In neat plaids. 10 to 12.

MEN'S GIFT SOCKS 25c
A fine group of better quality men's! sox In many neat patterns
and colors. 10 to 12.

OTHERS 15c TO 50c

Splendid
Group of
Men's

Gift
Robes

P. E. Flashes

THEY KNEW WHAT
THEY WANTED

V

»

$1-98
Just the gift that will please
"him" most

Esmond cloth

robes with satin trim collar,
smart corded edges.
good

selection' of

In a
colors.

Medium and large sizes.

Others $2.98 to $10

GIFT TIES
What a hit one or two of these
smart ties will make with "Him."
Hand tailored ties? silks, satin
faced stripes. An endless variety'
of patterns that will please every
man.

4

Make Lerman's Your
Christmas Tie Counter,
Ties at 25c to

98c
Men's
Warm

Mufflers
and

e

49° 69

A thrilling collection of warm
mufflers. Select from all wools
in checks, neatly striped' white
crepes and patterned silks.
A
thoughtful gift

iltfMU BROS
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Eastern Meets
Maryville In
First Game
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THE EASTERN PROGRESS
Our Coach Has Enviable Six-Year Record

Page Five

Swimming Team
To Begin Year
On January 18

Team Has Two
Of Last Year's
Team Back '

Murray Is First
On Long List .
Of Competitors ■*%_

TWO TRANSFERS
Raising the curtain on the 194041 cage season. Eastern's Maroons
Will meet the Highlanders of Maryville College tomorrow night at 8
o'clock in the Weaver Health
Building.
"With only two of last year's
starting Combination back, Coach
Rome Rankin has 20 boys out for
the varsity team which will play
a fourteen game schedule. Returning are Charles "Peak" Perry and
Charles "Chuck" Schuster, both
regulars, and Ora Tussey, Wyatt
Thurman, Cliff Tinnell, Homer Oaborne and Bert Smith, an of whom
saw service last year.
. Bolstering the ranks considerably are two junior college transfers, Bill Sullivan and Charles
Swearinger, who, along with "Copper John" Campbell, Ber Rasnick,
Joe Bill Siphers, D. T. Ferrell,
William Green, Francis Haas, RdRert Worthington,, Charles Doma,
Larry Lehman, Roy Buchaus and
Hershel Turner are expected to
battle the returning men for the
top positions.
Last year's edition of the Maroons won 15 ayid lost one during
the regular season, dropping one
to Western after having defeated
the Hilltoppera at Bowling Green
the week previous.
Tomorrow night's opposition,
Maryville, of the Smoky Mountain
Conference, are coached by L S.
Honaker and their colors are
Orange and Garnet. In regular
play last year they won 16 and
lost 4.

Schuster, Thurman
Honored On Little
All-America

FOUR LETTERMEN

Two Maroons Are All Opponent
Maroons To Battle
Team Named
Picked As Members By Maroons
Three State Teams
The All-Opponent team as se During Next Year
Of All KIAC Team lected
by members of the Eastern

NEW YORK, Dec. 13—One
football team:
player each from the east, the
R.E.—Kurchsavage, King's Colsouth, the southwest and the Pacilege. •
fic coast make up the backfleld
R.T.—Gay, King's College.
of the annual ''Liftle All-America"
R.G.—Ruchlnskas, Morehead.
football team named by the
C.^-Bradley, King's College.Associated Press.
L.G.—Harriett, Bowling Green
. It Is a backfleld that would
University...
'' have to give away a few pounds
L.T.—Becker, Central Michigan.
, per man to the major-college AllL.E.—Buckmeyre,
Bowling
America eleven, but would have to
concede little or nothing In allEastern placed two players on Green University.
Easterawill play Western, MurR.H.—Covlle, minolB Normal ray and Morehead next year In
around abilty.
the AU-K.I.A.C. team, two on the
University.
Kentucky colleges are not rep- second team, and two on the third
football. After the athletic direcL.H.—Varney, Morehead.
resented1 on the first squad but team. Three others made honorable
tors of the four schools had conF.B.—Lustic,
Morehead.
Charles Schuster of Eastern Ken- mention.
ferred on schedules they decided
Q.B.—Winlski,
Central
.
Michitucky Teachers captured an end
to meet one another In football
Eastern, Western and Centre
berth on the runner-up eleven.
for the next three years. This will
each placed two on the first eleven. gan.
Schuster led Kentucky's colleg- Union, Georgetown, Murray and
renew the Eastern-Western series
after a lapse of one year.
iate gridiron scorers this season. Transylvania having one apiece.
His teammate, Wyatt Thurman, Eastern, Western, Murray and
■Next year will be the first time
won honorable mention among Morehead have two apiece on the
Murray has played Eastern In sevLittle All-America halfbacks and second team while Centre, Georgeeral seasons. The Morehead tilt
By GUY HATFIELD
Bill Hale of Centre won honorable town and Louisville had one.
will only be a renewing of their
mention among centers.
contracts.
Fourteen coaches and sports
Kentucky's four teachers' colOn the first team from the writers picked the teams. Letters
Here's to Spider and Chuck for
south comes Quarterback Dominic and comments from fans who had repeating on the All-K. I. A. C. leges arranged the schedule after
Collangeio of Newberry (S. C.) seen the players In action also team. These two^ boys have put the University of Louisville and
College, from the far west Marvin aided In selecting the men to fill on the books a fine record.' Spider the church-supported schools of
(Tommygun) Tommernik of Paci- the positions.
has certainly done a fine Job of Kentucky refused to play any of
fic Lutheran (Washington), from
captaining the team and carrying the four.
Wyatt
"Spider"
Thurman
and
the southwest Owen Goodnight of
Murray will meet Eastern here
"Chuck" Schuster of the ball. Chuck has been out- next
Hardln-Simmons (Texas) Univer- Charles
October 4. Eastern will go to
standing
at
end
and
also
carried
Eastern
Were
the
only
players
on
sity's undefeated club, and from
Western October 25 and to Moreaway the state's scoring honors. head
the
first
team
to
be
chosen
again
November 16.
the east high-scoring Jackie Hunt, this year. Thurman, Easterns Thanks and congratulations.
190-pounder from Marshall of captain, was chosen as quarteback
Mr. T. E. McDonough, Eastern's
West Virginia.
athletic director, announced Eastand Schuster as an end.
Eastern 1033
Opponents 343 ern's 1941 schedule November 30.
Hunt and Tommervlk, the two
That
is
the
total
score,
after
six
Bert Smith and Fred Darling
The schedule Is filled except for
juniors, are the specialists. The
the second All-K.I.A.C. team years of football under the coach- two open dates.
Marshall lad scored 162 points in made
ing
of
Rome
Rankin.
Here's
to
The schedule:
10 games this season, getting 21 at fullback and tackle, respective- another six years similar to those.
Sept. 20—Open.
of .his 27 touchdowns in the last ly. Ora Tussey and George Ordich
Sept.
27—Carson-Newman, here.
five. Against Xavier of Cincin- made the third leum tu> tackle <u/u
Basketball will >ioio our Interest
4—Murray, here.
nati he averaged almost 40 yards fullback.
now for three .months to come. Oct.
Oct. 11—DeKalb, DeKalb, 111.
|r The All-K.I.A.C. teams are:
on his four scoring gallops.
Tomorrow night w t will begin
Oct. 18—King College, here.
First team—Left end, Schuster, with Maryville ai.d on the 19th
Tommervlk would be this mythiOct. 25—Western,
Bowling
cal team's chief passing threat, for Eastern, junior, from Chicago, 111.; Central Michigan will be here.
Green, Ky. .
he completed better than 50 per left tackle, Van Meter, Western,
For the uni.ucrn ed: Last "year's
Nov. 1—Open.
cent of his pitches this year to Junior, Ellzabethtown; left guard, Maroon basKetDuil team won 15
Nov. 8—Illinois Normal Uninet Pacific Lutheran over 1,000 Brakefield, Centre, senior, Evarts; and lost 1. Eastern had one of versity,
here.
yards and more than 100 points. center, Cartmill, Union, senior, the fastest and classiest teams in
Nov. 15—Morehead, Morehead,
Sound blockers and defensive Carlisle; right guard, Elmore, the state.
Ky.
players, they would team hand- Georgetown, Junior, Elizabethtown;
This year we hope for another
somely with Collangeio, leading right tackle, Johnson, Murray, successful seasun. The prospects
scorer in South Carolina for three senior, Clay; right end, Smith, look good and will piobably prove
straight years, and Goodnight, a Transylvania, junior, Smityville, just that. Ma.iy of j ou have never
60-minute man for Hardln-Sim- N. Y.; quarterback, Thurman, seen a college game and will see
mons. Both are triple-threats in Eastern, senior, Benham; half- something hew. T> the upperclassback, Czekalo, Centre, junior, lnen it will be anctlitt great shew
every sense of the word.
The middle west, dominant in Gary, Ind.; halfback, Lustic, More- of skill and sportsmanship.
The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference's annual basfootball generally this season, con- head, Junior, Gary, W. Va; fulltributes most heavily to the Little back, Dulaney, Western, senior.
Tomorrow night would be a very I ketball tournament will be held at
All-America line. The two guard Ashland;
opportune time lo let go some of Eastern Teachers College, RichSecond
team—Left
end,
Downspots go to Nick Kerosiotls of St.
that enthusiasm that you have I mond, February 27-28 and March
Ambrose (Iowa) and Walter Ptak ing, Western; left tackle, Fred been hoarding. Some people try L It was announced November 20
Darling,
Eastern;
^left
guard,
of Albion'(Mich.), and one tackle
to tell me that jou don't have at a meeting of conference offiberth to Dave Evans, who cap- Chupa, Murray; center Adams, any spirit and enthusiasm. But cials who met in Lexington, Ky.
Morehead;
right
guard,
Norris,
tained the Muskingum (Ohio)
I know you ha\t. You're human
Moreread; right tackle, Isenberg, and that is enough.
team.
Louisville;
right
end,
Amundsen,
The other tackle Is Alex
quarterback,
Zoretlc,
Schibanoff of Franklin and Mar- Centre;
Next, spring Eastern's Athletic
shall, which won an unusual share Western; halfback, Inman, Mur- Department will be looking for
ray;
halfback,
Pigman,
Georgeof notice this year by upsetting
some golfers, Babe Ruths and
Dartmouth. Stuart Clarkson of town; fullback, Bert Smith, East- track men.
Texas Arts and Industries College, ern,
Golf,.as an Intercollegiate sport,
The third team—Left end. will be revived after several years
lone junior in the forward wall,
is at center, where another Texan, Schultz, Centre; left tackle, Tus- absence from the list. Anyone InBulldog Turner of Hardln-Sim- sey, Eastern; left guard. Km in. terested should polish up their
center,
Sander, brassies and mashies and be In
mons, won out last year.
The Transylvania;
ends are Charles (June) Llngerfelt Western; right guard, Chamber- rare <not half done)'form next
of Rollins (Fla.) College, rated the lain, Georgetown; right tackle, spring.
finest pass-catcher in Florida foot- Zacheni, Morehead; right end CauEastern has always had a winball history, and Jack Mulkey of field, Louisville; quarterback, Var- ning baseball team and Mr. HemFresno (Calif.I State, lone hold- ney, Morehead; halfback, Nanney, bree is more than glad to have
Murray; halfback, Haddock, Cen- plenty of material to pick from.
over from the 1939 team.
The team averages 191 pounds tre; fullback, Ordich, Eastern.
Last spring Eastern had the
In the line, where Schibanoff at
Honorable mention—Ends, BenTHING TO THAW HER
206 pounds Is the heavyweight, and son, Georgetown; Moore, Louis- privilege of winning her first track
181 In the tiackfield.
ville, and Plttman, Western. meet. However, we are planning
CAN YOU SAY SOMEon
winning
several
this
year
due
SecOhd Team—Ends: Charles Tackles, Anderson, Georgetown,
OUT?
Schuster, Eastern Kentucky Tea- Speth, Murray. Guards,' Perry, to the reurn of last year's stars
chers, and Russell Kaminsky, of Eastern. Center, Hosher, Louis- and a supplement of new track
Springfield (Mo.) Teachers; tack- ville, backs, Rudy and Rockne, men In the sophomore and freshles: Dick Noe, Colorado Mines, and Georgetown; Elllston and Lock- man classes.
Boyce Jones, Mississippi College; ridge, Transylvania; Lee, Murray;
To Mr. Payne (Pain) of Moreguards: Melvin Long, Emporia Combs and Bennedett, Eastern;
(Kas.) Teachers and Herb Morelli, Wright and Rosenfleld, Louisville; head: I can hardly wait until next
Red lands (Calif.); center, Joe Peace, Union; Smith, Centre; and year—and the year after that—
etc.
Koons. Long Island U.; backs: Bill Salato, Western.
CRI ( NHOUSEi '
Glenn, Charleston (111.) Teachers;
Tony Canadeo, Gonzaga, Torn ColAll the coats and salts we have
To everyone—you and you—and
ella, Cantalus, and Thurmon Jones, left, greatly rVduced: The Mar- you: I wish a very Merry ChristAbilene Christian.
garet Bumam Shop.
mas and a Happy New Tear.

Spider and Chuck
Repeat From Last
Year's Selection

New Contracts Are
Signed For Games
For Three Years

SMITH ON SECOND

1941 SCHEDULE

With the return of four eligible
lettermen, James Brock, . Harold
Milta. Morris Garrett, Paul Love,
Eastern's swimming team has begun concentrated practice in preparation for their opening meet at
Murray, K. I. A. champion, on
January 18. *
Practice began late in November with Gerow, Shadoan. Love
Hancock, Mills, Whitaker, Garrett,
Brock, Johnson, Hlckman, Petty
and Cowden being among the first
to report. Gerow, Shadoan and
Whitaker seem to be outstanding
among the new candidates.
Tentative line-up and events areMedley Relay Mills, backstroke;
Love, breaststroke; Garrett, freestyle; 220 yard free-style -Brock,
Whitaker; 50 yard free-style
Garrett, Shadoan; 100 yard freestyle—Garrett; 150 yard backstoke- -Mills. Gerow; 220 yard
breaststroke Love, Cowden; 44U
yard free-style'Brock; Free-style
Relay Hickman'i Gerow, Whitaker, Brock. This is by no means
a final lineup, because improvement of other candidates will
cause some alterations.
Guy Whitehead, student coach,
has urged all men to report for
practice regularly as soon as possible. Practice is necessary for
such a sport as swimming.
The swimming schedule to date
is:
Jan. 18 Murray at Murray.
Jan. 24 -Maryville at Maryville
Tenn.
Jan. 25 Tusctilum at Greenville, Tenn.
Feb. 17 Borea at Richmond.
March 22—Berea at Berea.
Attempts are being made to
schedule Transylvania and Morehead for home and home meets.
Eastern will likely make a bid
to hold the K. I. A. C. swimming
meet in our pool sometime In
March.

'tntcna

§

Let Ite Help You
Solve Your
Gift Needs
And There Will
Be Money Left!
All Gifts Boxed
Free,
Gifts For The Entire
Family At

UNITED
DEPT. STORE

25c

BOGGS BARBER SHOP
Hours 7:00 A. M.—7:00 P. M.

JOIN OUR

"FOUR O'CLOCK
CLUB"
ft

At four o'clock each afternoon a table
number will bedjawn. Those sitting at
that table willreceive their drinks and
sandwich* FREE!
* *
■ "

Perry's Dru£ Store
The Rexall Store

NEW BILLFOLDS
OF LiveGLAS

KIAC Tourney
To Be Held
On Feb. 27-28

&P

Your Gift
Store

Hair Cut

The Sporting Thing

*

^

BY

l

HICKOK

What's new?—Transparent
LiveGLAS ("Vinyl**")
Billfolds, styled in typical Hickok manner. I,
color combinations and designs ... laced ... attr.i. i»vc
grain effects . . . leather bound edges . . . rerj smart,
very different, f 1.00, 91.50 and up..

STANIFER'Q
*T

MAIN AT SECOND

^^

-£=.

•
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Student Baptists
Hold Banquet
On December 6

i

Friday', December 13, 1940

.• i.

Suggestions
j
for Your
Christmas List

Messiah Chorus To Be Heard Here Tuesday

Event Is Held
Every Year
At This Time

BarbrigQn Lingerie
House Coats
/ Bed Jackets
Sweaters & .Blouses
Purses & Scarfs
Cosmetic Cases
Carry Alls & Vanities
Pearls and Costume
Jewelry .
♦
Purses and Evening
Purses
Hose & Handkerchiefs

FACULTY GUESTS

i

The annual Baptist Student
Union banquet, one of the outstanding events of the Christmas
season, was held Friday, December 6, at 6 p. m., in the B. S. U.
room of the First Baptist Church
of Richmond.
The guest speaker at the banquet was 'Rev. A. L. Gillespie,
state student secretary.
Rev.
Gillespie, in his address, "Conquering Kentucky for Christ," urged
that the youth of Kentucky submit themselves wholly to Christ
and work to conquer Kentucky
with Christ, in Christ, By Christ,
and for Christ.
- Other special guests on the program were Mr. Chester Durham,
who brought greetings from the
alumni; Miss Ruth Walker, cello
soloist, and Mr. Jack Loper, who
sang "O Holy Night." Miss Lyda
Bell Shepherd presented Mrs. Karl
Schilling, local student secretary
of the B. S. U., with a gift from
the B. S. U. council members.
Among the guests at the.speaker's table were Rev. and Mrs. A.
L. Gillespie, Dr. and Mrs. J. .a.
Hewlett, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Durham, Dr. and Mrs F. A. Engle
Dr. and Mrs. Saul Hounchell, Mf,
and Mrs. G. L. Borders, Mrs. Virgil
Burns, Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Miss
Eunice Wlngo, and Miss l^ana
White.

The
Margaret Burnam
North Second Street

This Years "Hanging of the Greens"
Promises to be the Best of Series^
of Eleven Held in Burnam Hall

By SUE BIESACK
Someone who knew what he was
talking about said that no school
My husband is such an illus- could claim greater glory than to
trious character. Yes, hes a col- be grounded well in some lovely
umnist from way back and oh my, traditions. One of Eastern's oldwhat a man I I I These last few est'- and loveliest traditions Js the
months have been such trying days "Hanging of the Greens."
Although this Christmas custom
for him.
has been executed along the same
"People are such Interesting general line of procedure for elevphenomena," my husband *»?■•*** en years now, it has been an evoshould know for recently he has lutionary affair. The first real
met numbers of them and no two
of them are alike. The interesting "Hanging of the Greens" took
part of his work is that he meets place In 1930. At that time, facthese people In such odd and news ulty participation was greater
making places. Whether the people than student participation, in that
are studying Library Science at the music and address was furthe last table In the Reserve Room nished by some of their number.
or whether they are at the right For four years, Miss Floyd, Miss
corner post at Burnam Hall sun Buchanan, Dr. Kennamer, and Dr.
Farris did honor to the program
seems quite thrilling to Ira.
Then someone hit
I • sometimes wondered how I by speaking.
caught my man, but I guess it upon the idea of using student
That
must be my personality—of course speakers, and they did.
leap year, my rich parents, and practice exists today.
Among the more primitive rudithe money Ira owed Pa could" t
ments oi
of tHe
first "Hanging
have'made any difference. I UilnK menus
UIB iu««
»*»"»»■■■ of
all Eastern students should con- the Greens" was the use of paper
tact Ira before school Is out. Of cnps Ior the actual hanging! They
course blonde bullies like the New- weren't so very very successful—
port flash try to make news in that's why they quit using them,
order to be in the column every Tbere was anothtr deficiency in
time and Ira tries»to avoid such .that first program which Mr. Carunfortunate Individuals.
ter, with the aid of-some others,
Ira says that his column won't remedied. They ntajlc, especially
reach Its zenith until his congress- Ior this occasion, sixteen wooden
man has his bill run through Wash- st00is Tor the boys to stand on
lngton authorizing the Eastern whUe nangins: the green*. They
mail to be censored to further were g0(x, stqUis, too, because
the cause of mor*-informative and they.re stiI1 Deing use(|.
newsier knews. Time after time
.added improvewith
yearly
my husband has told me that ms
enta_a llttie here and a little
fingers just Itch to open thosei..
thereV-the
"Hanging
of
the
"mushy" letters from LaGrange, Greens" became an expected and
Ft. Thomas and Dogpatch.
anticipated affair at Eastern. InI fel that Ira has It on Walter stead of begging for participants,
Wlnchell for Ira doesn't even have the "Y" was having to reject
to advertise Jergens Lotion In or- many because they could not use
der to make a living--but that's everyone.
It has come to the
purely a matter of opinion. A year point now where a selective basis
or so ago Ira had a bad case of has been adopted, juniors and scncrudltls and this year he has been
taking treatments of phunitts to
counteract this former ailment. I
can see'the difference.
By now I know my beans have
cooked dry so I had better close
and tend to my cooking for Ira
will be here anytime now ready
to eat—So long! ! !
•■
By MRS. IKA SNEAK

iors forming the first choice.
Because the space In the lobby
of Burnam HaU (the traditional
scene of the ceremony) is limited,
the number of those taking part
has become almost fixed at 108;
76 girls and 36 boys.
So • Impressive has Eastern's
Christmas tradiUon been that a
number of schools throughout the
state have used the same general
plan f ortheir programs. It Is Interesting to know, too, that several of
the studentB who nave spoken at
the programs here have been
asked to repeat them at these
similar affairs.
This year the "Hanging of the
Greens"--will be held on Sunday,
December 15, In Burnam Hall at
4 o'clock. The greens will be carried by the "Y" girls, and hung
by the "Y" boys. Miss Telford, of
the music department, will play
the harp, and Elmore Ryle, a senior, will deliver the talk.
The "Hanging or the Greens"
is one tradition of which Eastern
fnay justly be proud. It Is a beautiful and symbolic tradition In
every way. .

Evening sweaters, skirts, bags
anil kerchiefs for the Xmas parties.
The Louise Shop.

This Christmas
LOW ROUND TRIP COACH FARES
Between all points on the.L. & N. R. R. and to other points
In the Southeast, south of the Ohio River and
east Of the Mississippi River
ROUND TBI1* COACH FARES RICHMOND TO

Louisville. Ky

■

0mm
■■■■■■i

GIFT ROBES FOR
THE FAMILY
WOMEN'S ROBES
Glamorous Gifts for Her!
Teeming with loveliness!. Rich rayon
satins and taffetas!
Stunning aJpper
front and wrap-around styles! Regal
sweeping skirts—some of them five
fully yards around! HER type is here!
Other Styles and Fabrics... $2.98 to $5.90

$4-98

»2.45
WilllitmslmrK
2.70
Julltco, Term
L.-jioiioii.. Tenn. 3.35
Coal Creek; 'ivnn. 3.711
Knoxvllle, T«nn. 4.80
1.20
Claj City, Ky
1.15
Si niton, Ky
2.25
i: .id; vi.lo. Ky
1.41
Irvine, Ky
KcMeiberg
i— 2.20
2.65
Jtirkson, Ky
3.90
i fm i I-.I, Ky
shurK. Ky. 4.95
5.35
I'll mine. Ky

liiirtKnirville. Ky. 32.45
2.80
PluvvUlf, Ky
Miilillcsl-oro. Ky. 3.15
I'IIMIIHTIIUHI Gup.
3»5
TlMUl
3.60
Rwtnar, Va
lYntitiigton, A'a... 4.35
IIIK Stone tiap.YV.
Appaliichla. Va.....
Norton. Va
lluiliiii. Ky
Lynch. Ky
Mmicheater. Ky...

SANFORIZED*

.. MEN'S SHIRTS ..
98C
Broadcloth In fast colors!
New patterns! Gift boxed!
•Fabric shrinkage will not
exceed 1%.

fm

MEN'S
JACKETS

$7.90

WGlossy cape
Sp leather. fully
^K'^^
rayon lined!
Talon front, sport back!
Men's

MACKINAW'S

Approximately 1 1-3 Cents A Mile Each Way
For the Round Trip

4.80
4.90
5.15
3.90
4.60
3.00

Corresponding Fares To Other Polnta
Ticket* on Suit? lfcvenibex 10 to 25, 1940, Inclusive
liclurii limit January 10, 1041
fares good in Pullman
larttc
For further particulars,
cars, tickets, etc., call
J. W. Sbeeter, Ticket Agent. Richmond, Ky.
LOl ISVILLE ft NASHVILLE R. *.

Phones 352-353

MOW €M%

^M

Ride the Train!

MADISON LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS

*«S

MEN'S GIFT TIES
JQC
Stripes, figures, panels!^-7

Just Around the Corner From Stanifers

Before leaving for the holidays take advantage
of our two day laundry and dry cleaning service.

Judge Samuel Greene, formerly
of Louisville, Ky., now a member
of the electoral board of the moth-,
er church, First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in Boston, spoke at the
Little Theatre on December 2.
His subject was "The Religion of
Spiritual Light."
The talk included an interpretation of Christian Science. Judge
Gr»ene called it "a scientific pres*
entatlon of truth about God, man,
and present and eternal salvation."

Satin and printed cape gowns
and pajamas, Laton slips, lacet rimmed and plain panties. The
Louise Shop.

RIVERS SHOE SHOP

Cincinnati. Ohio ?:i..v.
, Covlhffton, Ky.. . . S.JS
2; IS
Butler, Ky
MO
FaJmouth, K>.
I - I
Bern*,
Ky..
i-\ miuMi. i. Ky... I
1.10
Paris, Ky.
1.10
Lexington. Kj
6 i
Winch* ster Ky..
I
i
' Mast Dernatadi
i
IS
ptttabuBR, Ky
i ...
London. K>
1.90
Oori-in. Ky..

Christian Science
Lecturer Is Here
On December 2

TO ENTERTAIN AT
A BUFFET SUPPER
Misses Mary Floyd, Frances
Mason, Isabel Bennett and Mrs.
Lucille Whitehead will entertain
with a buffet supper and party
for the library staff on Sunday,
December 15, in the Library at
6 o'clock. Among the guests Invited are Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Donovan.

FOR THE BEST IN" SHOE REPAIRING VISIT

The Science Club'held Its fourth
regularly scheduled meeting of the
year at the' home of Dr. Herndon
on Wednesday evening, December
4.
After the routine business was
attended to, William Stocker, a
new member of the club, delivered
a short but very informative address on the subject, "The Chemistry and Bacteriology of Milk
Production and Handling." During the course of his discussion,
Mr. Stocker presented experimental data gathered by himself and
other students, bearing on the purity and potability of milk, In tests
conducted on samples from every
dairy In Richmond and vicinity.
According to these impartial Observations, Mr. Stocker stated, the
milk produced by New Stateland
Farm is the purest In this locality.
As Is the custom at the meetings of the Science Club, during
the social hour that followed,
members engaged In group discussions of questions related to
their various fields of Interest.
One, of the most Interesting of
these discussions was a rather
spirited one on the topic, "The
Possibility of Ar/pllcaUon of Physical Scientific Laws to Social Phenomena."
—
Dr. Herndon's celebrated Russian tea. was received with enthusiasm both by new members and
by members of long standing.

*

Shop

My Husband

Science Club
Meeting Held
On December 4

V

$4.98
'Heavy 32 oz.
I wool plaids In
burly
double
breasted style!
BOYS' MACKINAWS $3.98
BOXED
SOCKS
4 pairs

$1.00
Rayon - andsilk half hose
socks! New pat-

or slack
terns.
Men's All Wool Jackets $3.98
Men's Sport Blouse* $4.98
Boys' Sport Blouse* $8.98
Glove & Muffler Seta.$1.98
Boxed Handkerchiefs. 25c
Boys' Sweaters
$1.98
Boys' Slack Socks, S pr. 49c

MEN'S FINE ROBES
Gifts with the Accent on Comfort!
Nice tailoring, light weight and wormth—all three
are featured In these splendid models. All wool
flannels In rich solid colors. Lustrous, smart cotton-and-rayons, natily tailored. Choose His today!
Other Super Styles From

$5.98 to $6.90

BOYS' WARM ROBES
Whlttenton blanket robes'in Indian designs, $1 QO
plaids, stripes! 8 to 18....
X.Z/O
Women's

Men's Slippers
Handsome kid operas Si QO

Slippers

The
new . bridge
wedge styles of rayon satin In two colors!
Flexible leaQOc ther soles. $| no
-"* Drily
1,
"°

Children's Slippers
"Dutch" style of kid
and patent fabricoid

Women's Slips
98C

Girls' Dresses
98C

Doll Cart

Exquisite lace trimmed styles In sleek
rayon satin!
Bias
cut for smooth fit!

With Matching Doll
Gay prints, prettily
trimmed. And small
edition doll's dress!

Streamlined
fibre
cart holds 21" doll!
Tilting back and
hood! Safety Strap!

Women's Pajamas $1.49
Gaymode* Hosiery 98c
Rayon Undies
25c
Girls' Sweaters
98c
Pullman Cases
$3.98
Overnight Case to
match ....:
$1.98

$2.98

Metal Furniture
Table, 2 Chairs

$2.98
set

$2*98
Velocipedes
Baby Dolls
Toy Animals

•Reg U. S Pat. Off

$4.98
$1.98
26c

#

